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Circa 1960: Isovector axial form factors 

pseudovector                    pseudoscalar

Noether current of SU(2) chiral symmetry

Nucleon form factors



Chiral symmetry breaking and pion pole

In massless QCD, the current is conserved 

Pole at                from massless particle exchange

Pion nearly massless due to spontaneously broken chiral symmetry Nambu (1960)

In real QCD with finite quark masses , 



Pion pole in GPD

Massless pole already in GPD

Penttinen, Polyakov, Goeke (1999) 

First indication from lattice QCD?   
Bhattacharya et al. (2023)

(Note that               in their paper.)

GPD = x-dependent form factor

??



Singlet axial form factors 

Nucleon form factor of

quark spin contribution to the nucleon spin

In massless QCD, the current is conserved due to axial U(1) symmetry

Pole at                 from massless        meson exchange



Chiral anomaly
Quantum mechanically, the current is not conserved 

In real QCD, there is no massless pole in             due to pole cancellation  

anomaly pole                     pole             

Pole shifted to the physical        meson mass via resummation of             series   Witten (1979),  Veneziano (1979) 

Any implications for the corresponding GPD?



Gravitational form factors

QCD energy momentum tensor

is traceless due to conformal symmetry In massless QCD,

Pole at                from massless spin-0 glueball exchange

Nucleon form factors



Trace anomaly

Quantum mechanically, the trace is nonzero

In real QCD, there is no massless pole in              due to pole cancellation  

anomaly pole                          glueball pole             

Poles in            at physical glueball masses.    Mamo, Zahed (2021)
Fujita, YH, Sugimoto, Ueda (2022)



Anomalies relate form factors

Form factors are moments of GPDs

Anomalies relate/constrain GPDs!

Chiral anomaly

Trace anomaly

Take-home message



Longitudinal double spin asymmetry in polarized DIS

Circa 1990: Proton spin crisis        


p X

−

“spin crisis”

in the quark model

in QCD



The box diagram (forward kinematics)

hard coefficient function 

a lot of controversy over this term in the past

One-loop correction to             , gluon channel

polarized gluon PDF



Expect

An infrared sensitivity

The               term comes from the infrared region of the box diagram 

= finite!

but the coefficient function should be dominated by UV…

Absorb this `anomalous’ gluon contribution into a re-definition of quark spin

If           is large and positive, this can 
explain the smallness of         . 

Altarelli, Ross (1988)
Carlitz, Collins, Mueller (1988)



A critique Jaffe, Manohar (1989)

IR sensitivity of the box diagram → signal of chiral anomaly
Natural to regularize by off-forward kinematics



Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering

GPD

hard

Factorization proof  Collins, Freund (1998); Ji, Osborne (1998)

Generalized 
Bjorken limit



Box diagram (off-forward)

In all previous works on DVCS, the hard part was 
computed at              and  

Naively, introducing               only produces 
higher twist corrections of order 

However, calculations with              can reveal anomaly poles.  Tarasov, Venugopalan (2019,2021) 

            also naturally cuts off the collinear singularity
 
Assume                                 for the moment. 



One-loop calculation

Complete GPD evolution kernel as the coefficient of

a pole           in 3 out of the 4 leading twist Compton form factors                  

We find 



Chiral anomaly pole in 

imaginary part of this at               agrees with Tarasov, Venugopalan (2019)
 
      

twist-four GPD associated with the operator Tarasov, Venugopalan (2019) 
YH (2020)
Radyushkin, Zhao (2021) 



Trace anomaly pole in 

twist-four GPDs associated with the operator                  
relevant to nucleon mass decomposition  

YH, Zhao (2020); Radyushkin Zhao (2021)

opposite sign!



From triangle to box

Giannotti, Mottola (2009)

Poles found in the box diagram are x-dependent
generalizations of the triangle anomaly

Adler, Bell, Jackiw (1969)

Armillis, Coriano, Delle Rose (2010)



Single and double IR poles
Quark channel diagrams contain single and double IR poles 



Tension with QCD factorization?

Twist-4 GPDs not suppressed by 

Expected, should be absorbed into twist-2 GPDs 

Uncancelled double IR pole (no real-virtual cancellation in DVCS)



We also computed the quark GPD of a quark and gluon 
keeping                and found the same types of singularities

GPDs at one-loop

=



Infrared subtraction

leading order Compton kernel 

Absorb the           poles of Compton amplitude into twist-2 GPDs 

Similarly,                    can also be absorbed.    
→ Factorization restored 



The fate of anomaly poles

After absorbed into twist-2 GPD, the anomaly pole becomes a part of the GPD 

integrate over x

exactly reproduce the anomaly pole!

Twist-2 and twist-4 GPDs related by the chiral anomaly

Cancel the pole at               with the nonperturbative        meson pole.  
Support of the pole not limited to the ERBL region



D-term and gluon condensate

Trace anomaly pole induces the Polyakov-Weiss D-term of unpol GPDs

anomaly pole       glueball pole (added by hand)

Compare with the full relation

integrate



Decomposition of the trace anomaly

YH, Rajan, Tanaka (2018)
Tanaka (2019, 2022)
Ahmed, Chen, Czakon (2022)

2-loop
3-loop
4-loop

The box diagram only reproduces the 
leading term of the quark part 

Expect anomaly poles to all orders in 
perturbation theory, also in gluon GPDs

→ Build up the D-term order by order



Conclusions

Anomalies relate form factors
Form factors are moments of GPDs

→ Anomalies relate GPDs

            regularization (probably) equivalent to         after the subtraction of finite terms. 
More roundabout, but more physical and reveals the connection to QCD anomalies.

GPDs encode profound aspects of QCD such as 
chiral symmetry breaking and the origin of mass.
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